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Optima Bank & Trust
Putting a New Face on a Growing Brand
Sector: 	Financial services – commercial and personal banking
Elements: 	Print advertising, online advertising, direct mail,
social media, point-of-sale materials

We were sitting at our dining-room table when
we began talking about starting a bank. Over
the years the conversations turned into concrete
plans. An idea into a vision.
In 2008 we opened our first branch with just
eight employees. We haven’t looked back. These
days we’re helping others realize their dreams
through business loans, mortgages and the private
banking experience.

Everything is possible.™
Daniel Morrison, President & CEO
Pamela Morrison, EVP, Chief Administrative Officer
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A locally-owned community bank, Optima Bank & Trust had
a unique mission: changing how people think about banking,
with a higher level of personal attention and bankers who knew
customers by their first names. The bank was growing, but had
not run a brand campaign in years. A new platform was needed
to raise awareness among personal and business banking
prospects.

Uncommon customer commitment was the
foundation of an uncommon campaign.
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Cathy’s physical therapy business relies on
technology so she can focus on quality of care.
With two locations and a home office, she needs
access to her accounts anywhere, anytime.
Our mobile and Internet banking is reliable
and convenient. Cathy can spend more time
treating every client as if they are her one and
only. Which is exactly how she describes her
experience banking with us.

Everything is possible.™

THE CREATIVE APPROACH
Creative Co-op reintroduced Optima Bank through the eyes
of its biggest fans – customers. They had great stories of
uncommon commitment, dictating an uncommon testimonial
campaign. Every aspect was approached from a fresh
perspective.
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you’ll never pay to use an ATM. Ours or theirs.
Personal and commercial checking accounts include free ATM fee reimbursement worldwide. Use any ATM, anywhere,
anytime and never pay a fee. Explore all of the benefits of banking with Optima including free standard checks for life,
online banking, mobile banking, bill pay, free interbank transfers and remote deposit with smartphone. Call or visit any
Optima Bank branch to speak to a member of our team today.
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Customer testimonials gave Optima Bank a fresh face,
with content structured to maximize brand awareness.
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The bank’s logo was placed atop ads rather than at the
bottom, maximizing brand visibility and recall
Black & white portraits and a limited color palette created
an elegant look for immediate recognition
Copy focused on customer lifestyles, goals and dreams,
establishing a brand voice of personal engagement and
interest

RESULTS
Optima Bank’s campaign validated its commitment to
changing how people think about banking, while attracting new
prospects. The bank also gained a more flexible platform for
staying top-of-mind in its marketplace, using Creative Co-op’s
design to communicate product promotions, rates, business
services, community outreach and more.

Story-driven Facebook posts generated new traffic for
the Optima Bank website.

To learn more about Creative Co-op and our approach to creating
distinctive and powerful brand communications for your business,
call 603.658.1600.

11 Court Street • Exeter, NH 03833 • 603.658.1600 • creativeco-op.com
Join us on Facebook: facebook.com/CreativeCoopNow

